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The Irish at Heart Gazette 
 A Monthly Guide To Supplement Your Box of Irish Treasures

What better way to welcome in the
month of Feabhra than with Grá – the

Irish expression of love?
 

Open your hearts to the stories, poetry
and lessons that will make you fall in

love with the land of Éire all over again. 
 



A Message From Mary

Mo Chara Daor,

The 14th of February tends to be a date that divides my opinion. On the one
hand all the commercialisation and pressure to mark the day can be rather
daunting, but also – how beautiful it is that we have a day on our calendar
dedicated to showing our loved ones just how much they mean to us.

The partial remains of St. Valentine himself actually rest at the Whitefriar
Street Carmelite Church in Dublin -  initially a gift from Pope Gregory XVI in
1835. The patron saint of love attracts quite the crowd on his feast day, as
single souls pray to the romantic relics to find true love in their lives. 

As a Dubliner myself I can't say I've ever made a pilgrimage to the sacred site, I
have however found love in many other spots across the city. Sitting on a
park-bench in St Stephen's Green with a toasty coffee on a cold day -
observing the couples who traipse through the park finding warmth in each
others eyes; watching the setting sun bleed into the majestic Wicklow
Mountains from the romantic viewpoint of Howth Head; or simply standing
amongst the bustling noise of Grafton Street can be enough to fill me with a
strong sense of love and belonging in my hometown. 
 
Grá is the charming Irish word for love, which provided a fitting inspiration
for our Feabhra box. This month we explore Ireland’s poetry, people and past
to discover a love that is utterly Irish at Heart. 

The true meaning of Grá, stretches far beyond the confetti scattered tables
and overpriced hype of Valentine’s Day, and settles upon that indescribable
feeling that sets your heart fluttering - imbued with the power to make each
and every moment a precious memory.  This of course can be found in
romantic love, somewhere between a thrilling first date and a lifelong
partnership; however Grá also encompasses how we feel about our friends,
our passions and our roots.



A Message From Mary

 
Grá is the link that makes us all feel that little bit Irish at Heart - that
connection to the Emerald Isle that fills you with warmth whenever you think
of it (whether you’ve physically been there or not). It’s what determines the
items of each and every box that I prepare for you, and what inspires the
literature, music and people of Ireland.

Some of the artists that provided your items this month are actually couples,
working together day in and day out to create beauty, the perfect partners in
both business and life. 

The Grá gifts have each been selected to tug your heartstrings firmly back to
Ireland, where we all know they belong. Whether you keep them for yourself
or choose to share the love – I hope they bring that fluttery feeling that the
month of February is dedicated to.

Ó Mary le grá,

   



Recipe of The Month

 

Chocolate Fondant 
 
If you’re looking to capture love on a plate, then surely a lavish helping of
chocolate has to be at the heart of your dish. The luxurious cacoa based sweet
treat is often presented as a gift of affection and is even thought to have
aphrodisiac properties – a belief that dates back as far as the Aztecs.
 
Meanwhile the Irish are known to be particularly sweet-toothed, and in a 2017
study they were found to be the third highest consumers of chocolate in Europe,
nibbling through 7.7 kilos a year – per head!

This Valentine’s Day give the heart-shaped box of chocolates an upGráde with a
sumptuous chocolate fondant – straight from the kitchen of Paul McDonald, the
Head Chef of the Michelin Starred Bastion Kinsale restaurant in County Cork.  
 
It makes a delectably impressive conclusion to a special meal, perfectly served
with a generous scoop of vanilla ice-cream nestled on the side.
 
Chocolate Fondants
Makes about 10
Ingredients
250g dark chocolate
 (the best quality you can find)
250g butter
100g sugar
5 whole eggs
5 egg yolks
1 vanilla pod 
(if you have it)
50g flour
1 tsp bicarbonate of soda
Cocoa powder for dusting

 



Recipe of The Month

Method
1. Preheat your oven to 180 degrees. Melt the chocolate and butter together and
stir until properly combined. 
 
2. Put the sugar, eggs, egg yolks and vanilla pod in a bowl and whisk until it has
quadrupled in volume. An electric mixer is required, either a stand mixer or
handheld one.
 
3. Using a spatula, gently fold one-third of the chocolate into the egg mix.
Ensure the chocolate is not really hot when you add it; it has to be warm
enough to be a liquid, but not just off the heat or out of the microwave.
 
4. Once all the ingredients are incorporated, add the next one-third of the
chocolate and mix it in gently. Repeat with the remaining one-third of the
chocolate.
 
5. Lastly, sift in the flour and bicarbonate of soda, and fold it in.
 
6. Butter the inside of your ramekins or coffee cups well, dust with some cocoa
powder and tap out any excess.
 
7. Fill the ramekins three-quarters full with the fondant mix. At this stage you
can either bake them straight away or place them in the fridge for baking within
two days. Make sure they are at room temperature when you bake them.
 
8. Bake in the preheated oven for eight minutes. You are looking for the fondant
to rise nicely, without cracks, and still be liquid in the centre surrounded by a
lightly cooked sponge. You won’t know if it’s liquid in the centre until you cut
through it, but a good indication is that the edge of the fondant is just coming
away from the side of
the cup or ramekin when you remove it from the oven.



Poem of The Month 

The first Irishman to win a Nobel Prize in Literature perhaps needs no introduction, as
the poetry of W.B. Yeats’ has made him a household name across the world. The Dublin
born poet was awarded the prestigious prize in 1923, “for his always inspired poetry,
which in a highly artistic form gives expression to the spirit of a whole nation.”

His voice was a leading strength in the Irish Literary Revival, and much of his
work was dedicated to defining Ireland’s rich cultural identity. While the love
of his country was clear, his poetry was also dominated by another form of Grá – in his
unrequited love for Irish nationalist Maud Gonne. 

This month's poem, "When You are Old", is a beautiful musing of enduring
love – even in the face of rejection. While the words are tinged with the wistful sadness
of what could have been, his insistence of himself as the “one man [that] loved the
pilgrim soul in you” exquisitely expresses the depth of his feelings, and his own unique
understanding of Grá.
 

When You Are Old
 

When you are old and gray and full of sleep,
And nodding by the fire, take down this book,
And slowly read, and dream of the soft look

Your eyes had once and of their shadows deep;
 

How many loved your moments of glad grace,
And loved your beauty with love false or true;

But one man loved the pilgrim soul in you,
And loved the sorrows of your changing face.

 
And bending down beside the glowing bars

Murmus, a little sadly, how love fled
And paced upon the mountains overhead

And hid his face amid a crowd of stars.
 

William Butler Yeats 
1865 –  1939



Seanfhocail

Inspired by this month’s theme, I’ve picked those proverbs that delve into the root of Irish
love -  although they’re not all destined for a romantic Valentine’s Day card!

Keen eyes will find quite a few mentions of “Grá” in the phrases below… 

“Maireann lá go ruaig ach maireann an grá go huaigh”. 
"A day lasts until it’s chased away, but love lasts until the grave."
Mahr-in law guh roo-ig  awk mahr-in awn graw go  ew-ig

 
“Ar scáth a chéile a mhaireann na daoine”
“Under the shelter of each other, people survive.”
Air scaw ah kay-lah ah vah-rin nah dee-nee 

 
“Níl leigheas ar an ngrá ach pósadh”
"There is no cure for love other than marriage. "
Neel lice air awn n-raw awk poh-sah

“Trí na chéile a thógtar na cáisléain”. 
"In our togetherness, castles are built."
Tree nah kay-lah ah hohg-tur nah cash-lawn
 
 
“Galar an grá nach leigheasann luibheanna” 
“Love is a sickness that no herb can cure.”
Gaw-luhr awn graw nock lie-sin-ah liv-in-nah

 
“Má bhíonn tú ag lorg cara gan locht, beidh tú gan chara go deo”
"If you’re searching for a friend without faults, you will be without a friend forever."
Maw veen too egg lur-ig cahr-ah gawn luckt, bay too gawn har-ah guh joh 

 
Folíonn grá gráin.
"Love veils ugliness."
Full-een graw grawn



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Irish is taught to all schoolchildren across
Ireland, from junior infants all the way up
to 6th year - that's 14 years!  So you would
think that most Irish people would be
fluent speakers, but you would be wrong. 

I have been lucky enough to have spent my
school years in Gaelscoileanna (school
taught exclusively through Irish). Now,
after spending all these years only speaking
Irish in school, I have a deep appreciation
and love for the language that I'm unsure I
would've had otherwise. I am grateful to
have been afforded this opportunity and
extremely excited to be able to share my
knowledge with all of you! 

A Little About Me

Our February theme is Grá, so naturally this month's lesson is all about love,
the sweet sentiments of love, and all things love related. 

 
Did you know that there is no direct way to say "I love you" in Irish but there
are many poetic expressions of love and affection? "Why?", you ask. Because
love in Irish is only a noun, never a verb. This means that native Irish speakers
have had to be creative through the years when proclaiming their love for one
another. 

This month's challenge; Write a Valentine's Day card as Gaeilge for a loved
one. 

 
 
 



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

This Valentine's Day, enchant your lover with sweet nothings and
proclamations of adoration as Gaeilge. 

Is ceol mo chroí tú 
You're the music of my heart
Iss kyo-l muh kree too

Grá geal mo chroí
Bright love of my heart
Graw gyal muh kree

Grá go deo
Forever love
Graw guh joh

Tá mo chroí istigh ionat
My heart is in you
Taw muh kree ish-tee un-utt

A chuisle mo chroí
The pulse of my heart 
A kush-lah muh kree

A ghrá gheal
My bright love
Ah graw gyal

A ghrá mo chroí
My heart's beloved
Ah graw muh kree



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Is tú mo ghrá
You are my love
Iss too muh graw

Mo ghrá thú
You are my love 
Muh graw hoo

Táim i ngrá leat
I'm in love with you
Tom ih n-raw lat

Tá grá agam duit
I have love for you
Taw graw a-gum dit

Is maith liom tú
I like you
Iss maw lum too

Is bhreá liom tú
I really like you
Iss v-raw lum too

Is aoibheann liom tú
I really like you
Iss eve-inn lum too

Nach bhfuil sé rómánsúil?
Isn't it romantic?
Nock will shay row-mawn-sool



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Now that you’ve got a few sweet terms of endearment down pat, let’s see if
you can make your own. 
Lean ar aghaid, bain triail as! ( Go ahead, give it a try! ) 

Gluais - Glossary ( Glue-sh ) 

Ba mhaith liom = I would like ( Bah wah luhm )
Ar mhaith leat = Would you like ( Air vaw laht )
Is tú mo = You are my ( Iss too muh ) * Drop the 'a' from the below terms
when using in a sentence

A ghrá = My love ( Ah graw )
A stór = My treasure/Sweetheart ( Ah store )
A stóirín = My little treasure/Little sweetheart ( Ah store-een )
A chroí = My heart ( Ah kree )
A chuisle = My pulse ( Ah kush-lah )
A mhuirnín = Darling ( Ah vuhr-neen )
A shíorghrá = My eternal love ( Ah heer-graw )
A fhíorghrá = My true love ( Ah eer-graw )
A thaisce = My treasure ( Ah hash-kah )
A searc = My beloved ( Ah shark ) 
A réaltaín = My little star ( Ah rayl-teen ) 
Seanleannán = Old love ( Shan-lan-awn )
Céadsearc = First love ( Kayd-shark )
Rúnsearc = Secret love/Mistress ( Roon-shark )
Bláthanna = Flowers ( Blaw-huh-nah )
Seacláid = Chocolate ( Shock-lawd )
Rómánsúil = Romantic ( Row-mawn-sool )
Dul ar siúlóid = To go on a walk ( Dull air shoo-lowd )
Dinnéar faoi sholas coinnle = A candlelit dinner ( Din-air fwee hull-us kwin-
lah )

 



Seanscéal:  An Old Story

 
As the name would suggest, the tale of Deirdre of the Sorrows is not necessarily a happy one, but
within it is one of Ireland’s most romantic legends of forbidden love. It is said to begin
many centuries ago, during the reign of King Conchobar mac Nessa. The King’s great storyteller
Fedlimid mac Daill and his wife were expecting their first baby and in his excitement, the bard
asked Cathbad the Druid for a prophecy of the unborn child. 
 
Cathbad foretold that Fedlimid’s daughter would grow to be the most beautiful woman in all of
Ireland, but that her loveliness would be the cause of much suffering and bloodshed – forcing
Ulster’s greatest warriors into exile and forever dividing the King’s army.  
 
Upon hearing these predictions, many called for the infant to be killed at birth, to prevent the
disastrous prophecy from being realised. However, King Conchobar intervened – declaring that
the child should be raised in seclusion until she was of age, when he himself would (selflessly)
marry the most beautiful woman in Ireland. Afterall, who would dare lust after the wife of a King?

Deirdre of the Sorrows

And so, it was decided that the raising of Deirdre would
be entrusted into the wise arms of the poet
Leabharcham, who nurtured the child as her own in the
woodlands – far from the prying eyes of any men.

One winter’s day, shortly before Deirdre would be
considered a woman, Leabharcham and her ward were
taking a stroll. They passed a slaughtered calf, whose
scarlet blood blemished the purity of the pale snow, as a
raven swooped down to feed upon its felled prey. Deirdre
gasped at the sight and Leabharcham, fearing that she
was disturbed by the grisly scene inquired into her
wellbeing. However, Deirdre merely raised her lovely
eyes to those of her nurse and proclaimed that she had
never seen such vivid colours. She insisted that her heart
could only belong to the man with skin as white as snow,
cheeks as red as blood, and hair as dark and shining as
the raven’s feathers.

It just so happened that Leabharcham knew of just the
fellow, but she was reluctant to impart her wisdom to
Deirdre, knowing that her fate had already been decided
for her. However, the young girl begged and cajoled her
carer to allow her to merely glimpse the man of her
dreams and Leabharcham – unable to deny her girl’s
happiness – eventually conceded.

 



Seanscéal:  An Old Story

The two crept behind some trees to watch as the handsome young warrior Naoise hunted with
his brothers Ardan and Ainnle and Deirdre, struck by his grace and beauty, instantly fell in love.
Before Leabharcham could stop her, she ran out from her hiding place and into the clearing and
stood before Naoise, beseeching him to be hers. 
 
Loyal as he was to the court of his King, Naoise’s devotion to Conchobar was no match for his
instantaneous love for Deirdre, and within minutes the two had determined that they would run
away together. So with Leabhracham’s grudging blessing, and flanked by Naoise’s two brothers,
for the three sons of Uiseach would not be separated, they made their escape to Scotland. 
 
For many years the four lived happily on the shores of Loch Etive, living off the land and
enjoying a simple life together away from the furious wrath of King Conchobar. However, while
Deirdre and Naoise basked in their marital bliss, the jilted husband was plotting his revenge. 
 
He knew that he could never take the runaways by force, as the three brothers were his
greatest warriors and would slaughter half of his army if he dared to threaten their peace.
Nonetheless, Conchobar was cunning, and sent Fergus mac Róich to track them down – with
the promise of complete forgiveness upon their return. 

 
Fergus was famed for not only his bravery, but his pureness of heart, and as a great friend to the
brothers would never bring them harm. So convinced he was of the happy nature of his
mission, Fergus brought his two sons along with him to be part of the wonderful reunion. 
 
Upon seeing their old friend, the sons of Uiseach were overcome with joy and delighted in the
prospect of returning home in the absence of retribution. Deirdre was the only one who was
suspicious of the deal, but she was outvoted by her comrades and reluctantly agreed to
accompany them back to Ireland. 
 
On the way, Fegus mac Róich was waylaid by an old friend who insisted on hosting a feast in his
honour and, bound by the Irish obligation of geis, he could not turn down the invitation. Rather
than delay the journey, Fergus entrusted the safekeeping of the former exiles to his sons and
the group parted ways – to be reunited upon Fergus’ return. 
 
When the group arrived in Emain Macha, the fort of Conchobar, news quickly spread that
Deirdre’s beauty was a dazzling as ever and the King’s jealousy exploded into a fit of rage.
Without the just influence of Fergus to hinder him, Conchobar ordered an attack on the three
brothers, and for Deirdre to be kidnapped and brought to his side. 
 

 



Seanscéal:  An Old Story

The brothers, taken by surprise by this desertion of honour, fought bravely in defence of
Deirdre but were soon overpowered by the sheer force of their opposition. One by one they
were slaughtered by their enemy, with Eogan mac Durthacht finally throwing a spear that
pierced the heart of Naoise. Wracked with grief Deirdre threw herself across her lover’s body
and wept with sorrow at the loss of her husband and his family.

Fergus arrived shortly after the battle’s conclusion, to find the dead bodies of his treasured
friends and a weeping Leabharcham who told him that the King had finally taken Deirdre as
his own. Enraged by the King’s betrayal of his word, and consumed with guilt at the
unwitting part he had played in the whole sordid affair, Fergus left the lands of Ulster
forever, only to return as a member of the opposing army of Queen Medb.

Meanwhile, Deirdre refused to warm to her new husband and spent the entire first year of
their marriage mourning the loss of her beloved Naoise. Conchobar was enraged by her
hatred towards him and realised that nothing he could do would make this beautiful woman
truly his. So, he decided to punish her even further, by giving her hand to the only man she
could possibly detest more than himself – that of Éogan mac Durthacht, the man who had
slain Naoise.

This prospect of this last torment was just too much for Deirdre to bear, and as the chariot
that bore her to her loathsome fate took a corner, she threw herself to the ground in protest
– dashing her beautiful head against the rocks that lay there.

As sorrowful as this tale is, Deirdre was buried next to her true love Naoise, and spent a
peaceful eternity together as one, as they could never be in life.



What's Inside This Month's Box? 

For our February , Feabhra, box we were inspired by love of course!  The gorgeous
Irish word for love is "Grá, and we wanted to celebrate it by searching out beautiful
items that remind us of love and inspire love, whatever kind of love that may be!  Ó
Éirinn le grá  

Luxury Blanket  What could be lovelier than wrapping oneself in this beautiful Irish
throw.  Inspired by long nights by the fire & celtic spinners of yore but thoroughly
modern in design.  In a delicate shade of pink, it is gorgeous in any cozy corner of
your home!

Mo Chroí Tealight Holder  "My heart" handmade with love.  How perfect then that
this lovely tea light holder from Sam agus Nessa should be such an integral part of
this month's selection.  Designed & hand carved by Sam & Nessa in their little studio
in Kildare, this lovely couple create their beautiful art only using sustainable, locally
sourced wood.
 
Hadji Bey Original Rose Turkish Delights  When thinking of Irish confections
Turkish Delights are not usually what springs to mind.  However, when Haruntun &
Esther Batmatzian emigrated from distant Armenia to County Cork, bringing with
them knowledge & experience in more exotic sweets, a successful business was born.  
That was back in 1902 & it endured for decades.  Today the business has been
resurrected, but the recipes and processes remain.  Only sold in the finest of stores,
the original rose confection is a sweet indulgence for all the senses.
 
Irish Love Hearts  Just like the love heart sweets you ate as a child.  This nostalgic
set of enamel lapel pins express sweet sentiments "as Gaeilge" (love & my pulse).
These little pins aren't just pretty - they are magnetic, meaning they can be used to
decorate your lapel, your hat, your cuffs, or even your fridge!  And you won't find
them anywhere else but Irish at Heart!
 
Irish Romance Card  Celebrating one of the greatest books of all time & one of the
most famous romances in modern Irish literature, this handmade card from the
loved up team at Dublin based At it Again! captures Leopold Bloom & his paramour,
Molly, in the final lines of Joyce's classic, Ulysses.
 
A total RRP of $70


